**Governance System (GS)**
- Protected Areas
- Conflicts with local artisanal fisheries
- Tourism and restaurants inside protected areas, such as ecological stations
- Trade-off for conserving biodiversity for fishermen

**Resource System (RS) and Resource Units (RU)**
- Paraty fisheries
- The Caíçara system
- Artisanal fishing
- High biological diversity in catches

**Users (U)**
- Fishermen
- Rural native people
- The Caíçara system
- Local associations

**Governance System (GS)**
- Protected Areas
- Conflicts with local artisanal fisheries
- Tourism and restaurants inside protected areas, such as ecological stations
- Trade-off for conserving biodiversity for fishermen
Governance System (GS)

- PROTECTED AREAS
- CONFLICTS WITH LOCAL ARTISANAL FISHERIES
- TOURISM AND RESTAURANTS INSIDE PROTECTED AREAS, SUCH AS ECOLOGICAL STATIONS
- TRADE-OFF FOR CONSERVING BIODIVERSITY FOR FISHERMEN

Resource System (RS) and Resource Units (RU)

- PARATY FISHERIES
- THE CAIÇARA SYSTEM
- ARTISANAL FISHING
- HIGH BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY IN CATCHES

Users (U)

- FISHERMEN
- RURAL NATIVE PEOPLE
- THE CAIÇARA SYSTEM
- LOCAL ASSOCIATIONS